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ABOUT BACKLINK
GENERALIZATION

It is so difficult to find a backlink tool that will help to increase the traffic to
our websites, but there are a few options available to the industrious online
marketer
 

We typically make mistakes when we start investigating the online marketing and

blogging industry. We believe that sharing via social media is enough to get links to your

site.

 

Why wouldn’t it be enough?
 

Well, unfortunately it is not. Even though keyword optimization is so important to a

websites success it still does outweigh the backlinks that are connected to your

website or blog. To receive an adequate amount of organic traffic to a webpage the

page needs to be backlinked to a diverse amount of platforms and sites. So, being

able to create backlinks from social media platforms, Web 2.0, document sites and

anything else is a must for online success.

WHAT OPTIONS?

What options do I have to get backlinks for my website?
 

There is a few options out there, so in this article I am going to go through three of

my favorites. Then I will explain what they can do and if they are worth your time

and investment. The programs I am reviewing are SocialMonkee which is a Web 2.0

builder, Backlink beast which automatic link diversity building platform and Easy

Backlinks which is a fast, secure automation tool to submit content to the top

Social Media sites. All these platforms work and all of them will help in getting

more organic traffic to your pages. More traffic means more sales and more money

in your pocket.



SOCIALMONKEE

SocialMonkee backlink tool for Web 2.0
 

Often we hear from many backlink building sites and online marketers the

expression link juice. This simply means that backlinks not only work on your main

earning site, but also the backlinks you have on your external sites. This gives your

websites that extra juice and more traction and ranking in Google. 

 

I have used SocialMonkee in the past and in my opinion it does have a proven link

building record for creating Web 2.0 backlinks. As already mentioned it will not only

backlink your site, but any backlinks that you already have to your pages. You can of

course setup your own backlinks for free, but it is really boring work. Or you can

outsource the work to someone else, which can get expensive.

 

As a online marketer myself, I do not like paying for anything that does not create

an direct or indirect benefit or income for my business.  

 

SocialMonkee on the other hand offers a really great solutions to the problem of

link building as well as being quick and easy. Submitting your link to their system

takes just a few minute and even faster if you use their free Firefox or Chrome

Plugin.So regardless if you are building your own backlinks, SocialMonkee will be a

time saving asset for your online business regardless of the product or service.
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BACKLINK BEAST
Backlink beast is the best way to

get backlinks to your website

safely

Will Backlink Beast protect me against a Google site ban?
 

Well, they give you advice, which I am going to do for those of you using any form of

backlinking program.

 

In simple terms, don’t heavily backlink your main pages or earning sites. These

pages should have strictly high quality backlinks such as a Youtube video or a

related document connected to your site. This will protect it from being band by

Google. The Quality backlink will act as a buffer and stop you from over-optimizing

with too many exact keywords in the backlinks.  

 

Even with the buffer sites and platforms, still do not start hitting them with a

massive amount of backlinks. This means, that I am advising you to be smart.

 

To find out more about the Backlink Beast program click on the learn more button

and see if it fix with what you are doing right now.

Social media platforms

Web 2.0 article sites

Social Bookmarking sites

Document sharing platforms

Press Release sites

The main concept of Backlink beast’s backlinking strategy is link diversity. Like most of

us that work online, we understand the power of diversifying in our backlinks. In reality

it is a must to diversify the type of backlinks we are using to rank our websites. The

main difference with Backlink beast to the other programs on the market is that the

automatic and hand free system gives the online marketer the time to work on other

parts of their businesses.

 

Backlink Beast automatically creates backlinks in thousands of platforms such
as:
 

 

This is just a short list of backlinking platforms Backlink beast will share your content

with.
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EASY BACKLINKS

Use Easy Backlinks for building backlinks to your website fast
 

Easy Backlinks is a backlinking system that sees the value in social media. It is a fast

and automated backlink tool that shares content with social media platforms such

as Facebook and Twitter. The system also automatically engages with your followers

creating and extra element to this system. So, regardless if you are a sole blogger or

a online marketer Easy Backlinks will make it easy to submit your content

automatically to the major social media platforms.

 

Time is money
 

Another asset to using this system is the ability to log into multiple social networks

at the same time. This means you can share posts and content in Facebook, Twitter,

Pinterest and even blogging sites at the same time. In addition, you can you can

schedule posts in advance with photos or videos attached.

There is only a few platforms that will give
you the traffic-pulling, ranking juice as
good as Easy Backlinks, because once you
have got it started your campaign never
sleeps.

 

To find out more about Easy Backlinks
and how it works, click on the learn more
button below and see what all the fuss is
about
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BACKLINK GENERATOR
CONCLUSION

I cannot stress enough how important it has been to  get backlinks for my
website  regarding online success. Once I realized that backlinks mattered some

yours ago i have striven to make my backlinks as diverse as possible. In my opinion,

the best strategy is not to be too uniform in placing your backlink. So, for more

information about online marketing or what  backlink generator  is good for your

business, click on the source link below and find out more about backlinking your

website for online success.
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